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Abstract—The main limitations of employing large-scale7
antenna (LSA) architectures for broadband frequency-selective8
channels include, but are not limited to their complexity, power9
consumption, and the high cost of multiple radio frequency10
(RF) chains. Promising solutions can be found in the recently pro-11
posed family of single-carrier (SC) spatial modulation (SM) trans-12
mission techniques. Since the SM scheme’s transmit antenna13
(TA) activation process is carried out in the context of a SC-14
SM architecture, the benefits of a low-complexity and low-cost15
single-RF transmitter are maintained, while a high MIMO mul-16
tiplexing gain can be attained. Moreover, owing to its inher-17
ent SC structure, the transmit signals of SC-SM have attrac-18
tive peak power characteristics and a high robustness to RF19
hardware impairments, such as the RF carrier frequency offset20
(CFO) and phase noise. In this paper, we present a comprehen-21
sive overview of the latest research achievements of SC-SM, which22
has recently attracted considerable attention. We outline the asso-23
ciated transceiver design, the benefits and potential tradeoffs,24
the LSA aided multiuser (MU) transmission developments, the25
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relevant open research issues as well as the potential solutions of 26
this appealing transmission technique. 27

Index Terms—Energy efficiency, frequency selective channels, 28
large-scale MIMO systems, spatial modulation, single-carrier 29
transmission, single-RF chain, multiuser communication. 30

I. INTRODUCTION 31

M ULTIPLE-INPUT multiple-output (MIMO) techniques 32

have been widely studied during the last two decades 33

and have been incorporated into most of the recent commu- 34

nication standards [1], [2] due to their benefits of providing 35

diversity, and/or multiplexing gains [3]–[5]. However, in order 36

to satisfy the ever-growing demands for higher capacity, larger 37

coverage area and better reliability, further improved MIMO 38

transceivers should be designed [6]. 39

Pursuing this research objective, the concept of large-scale 40

MIMO (LS-MIMO) techniques has been proposed [6]–[12], 41

which employs tens to hundreds of transmit/receive anten- 42

nas for dramatically improving the attainable link reliability, 43

spectral efficiency and cellular coverage. Usually, the multiple- 44

antenna front-end architecture requires a separate radio fre- 45

quency (RF) chain. This means that the cost of MIMO trans- 46

mitters to scale linearly with the number of antennas [13]. 47

Moreover, the presence of hundreds of antennas will increase 48

the complexity of both the transmit signal generation and 49

detection. Furthermore, the RF power amplifiers and the associ- 50

ated high-dimensional signal processing may erode the energy 51

efficiency of systems, which are responsible for about 55- 52

85% of the total power consumption [14], [15]. These factors 53

exacerbate the practical realization of LS-MIMO systems. 54

The emerging SM design paradigm constitutes an attractive 55

low-complexity yet energy-efficiency option for the family of 56

LS-MIMO systems, due to its low-cost single-RF-based trans- 57

mitter, as well as owing to its low-complexity single-stream 58

based detector and its ability to maintain the potential benefits 59

of multiple antennas [16]–[19]. The roots of the SM design phi- 60

losophy can be traced back to the combination-based frequency 61

hopping code division multiple access technique (FH-CDMA) 62

proposed in 1980 [20]–[22], where the combination pattern of 63

the frequency bins was used for conveying information, hence 64

resulting in an improved throughput. The first conference paper 65

on single-RF based SM was published in 2006 [23], but its 66

extensive research was mainly fueled by the pioneering works 67

of Haas et al. [16]–[18], Mesleh et al. [16], [24], [25], followed 68
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by Yang et al. [26], Sugiura et al. [27], Renzo et al. [28]–[32],69

Panayιrcι and Poor et al. [33], Başar [34], Chang et al. [35],70

[36] as well as Jeganathan et al. [37]. Throughout its decade-71

long history, the SM concept has been termed in different ways72

and it was extended to different scenarios. The wide-ranging73

studies disseminated in [23]–[42] have characterized some of74

the fundamental properties of SM. For example, the attainable75

bit error rate (BER) performance in different fading channels76

[23], [29]–[32], [37]–[39], the issues of achieving transmit77

diversity [27], [28], [31], [40], the effects of channel estimation78

errors [32], [41], [42], as well as the effects of power imbalance79

[43] have been characterized. Moreover, some simplified and80

generalized SM schemes have also been proposed by exploit-81

ing the different degrees of freedom offered by the temporal82

domain, frequency domain and spatial domain fading [17]–83

[19], [27], such as the space shift keying (SSK), the generalized84

SSK (GSSK), the generalized SM (GSM), the space-time shift85

keying (STSK), the space-frequency shift keying (SFSK) and86

the space-time-frequency shift keying (STFSK) arrangements.87

It was found that SM and its variants are capable of strik-88

ing a flexible tradeoff amongst the computational complexity89

imposed, the number of RF chains required, the attainable BER90

and the achievable transmission rate.91

To be specific, SM relies on the unique encoding philos-92

ophy of activating one out of numerous transmit antennas93

(TAs) during each channel-use [23]–[31]. The activated TA94

then transmits classic complex-valued symbols of amplitude95

and phase modulation (APM). Since in SM only a single TA96

is activated at any time instant, its transmitted signal is sparse97

in the spatial domain. The advantages of SM-MIMO include its98

low-dimensional signal representation as well as reduced RF99

hardware complexity, cost, and size [18], [19]. Moreover, it is100

capable of relaxing the requirement of inter-antenna synchro-101

nization and of mitigating the inter-antenna interference of con-102

ventional MIMO schemes. Apart from the earlier variants and103

extensions of SM disseminated in [17]–[19], recently a vari-104

ety of SM-related classes have been proposed, including those105

designed for spectrum sharing environments [44], for multi-106

ple access transmissions [45], for energy-efficient applications107

[46], for cooperative SM scenarios [47]–[53] and for closed-108

loop designs [54]. The above-mentioned potential benefits of109

SM over the conventional MIMO techniques have been vali-110

dated not only via numerical simulations [16], [23], [29]–[32],111

[37]–[39] but also by laboratory experiments [55]–[57].112

Despite of its rich literature [23]–[37], the family of SM-113

related schemes has been predominantly investigated in the114

context of flat fading channels. In the case of wide-band115

frequency-selective channels, orthogonal frequency-division116

multiplexing (OFDM) [58] is generally assumed in SM-related117

schemes. In this case, multiple TAs have to be simultane-118

ously activated over the OFDM frame, which will jeopardize119

most of the single-RF benefits of SM-MIMO. Moreover, the120

OFDM signal has a high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR),121

which may result in a low power amplifier efficiency [59].122

Furthermore, the computational burden of performing the dis-123

crete Fourier transform (DFT) of the OFDM scheme increases124

with the number the TAs. Due to these reasons, the OFDM-125

based SM (OFDM-SM) schemes [60] and the related variants126

may not be suitable for the family LS-MIMO.127

Fig. 1. Structure of this survey paper.

In recent years, the family of single-carrier (SC) or SC- 128

like transmissions has become an interesting and promising 129

alternative for LS-MIMO, which can reduce the complexity 130

imposed by the DFT and has a lower PAPR than OFDM [61]– 131

[64]. Moreover, as shown in [10], [65], the frequency-selective 132

channel may be converted into a frequency-flat channel in 133

LS-MIMO by carefully designed receive filters and therefore 134

SC-based scheme can be directly used. 135

Motivated by the above-mentioned appealing characteristics 136

of both SM and SC techniques shown in LS-MIMO transmis- 137

sions, a flurry of research activities on SC-based SM (SC-SM) 138

designs have been sparked off. In this paper we provide an 139

overview of the broadband SC-SM architecture, which has the 140

potential of exploiting the joint advantages of both SM and SC 141

techniques. We summarize recent results concerning this novel 142

transmission technique and outline the associated transceiver 143

design, as well as a range of potential solutions in the scenario 144

of LS-MIMO, highlighting its impediments as well as its future 145

research directions to consider. 146

A. Outline 147

The remainder of this paper is organized as shown in Fig. 1. 148

Section II introduces the system model of the SC-SM technique 149

and its relevant variants, emphasizing the transmitter design, 150

the prefix selection and various detector designs. In particu- 151

lar, both the time-domain and the frequency-domain as well 152

as the associated turbo equalizers are investigated. The poten- 153

tial advantages and disadvantages of the SC-SM scheme are 154

summarized in Section III. In Section IV the applications of 155

the SC-SM transceiver to LS-MIMO systems are presented, 156

where different SC-SM designs conceived for the multiuser LS- 157

MIMO uplink and downlink are reviewed. Section V highlights 158
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a range of design issues that require more intensive study.159

Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.160

B. Notations161

The following notations are employed throughout this contri-162

bution. (·)T and (·)H denote the matrix transpose and Hermitian163

transpose, respectively. The probability of an event is repre-164

sented by p(·). Furthermore, ‖ · ‖ and | · | denote the Euclidean165

norm and magnitude operators, while U is the number of users,166

Ntot is the number of antennas at the BS for its MU transmis-167

sion and Nu is the number of antennas at each user for their168

multiuser transmission. Furthermore, Nt and Nr are the number169

of the antennas at transmitter and receiver for their point-to-170

point transmission, respectively, while MSM, MVBLAST and171

MSTBC are the sizes of the PSK/QAM constellation used in172

SM, space time block code (STBC) and vertical Bell labs lay-173

ered space-time (VBLAST), respectively; K is the length of174

the transmission frame; b is the transmitted bit vector; ei is the175

natural basis vector with only a single nonzero element at i th176

position; L is the maximum channel impulse response duration;177

ν is the length of the prefix of the transmit SC frame and x is178

the SM transmit symbol vector.179

II. SYSTEM MODEL OF SC-SM180

A. Transmitter Design181

In this section, we consider a broadband SC-SM based182

MIMO system employing Nt TAs as well as Nr receive183

antennas (RAs) and communicating over a frequency-selective184

fading channel, as depicted in Fig. 2. In a conventional nar-185

rowband SM scheme, the information bits are conveyed by the186

indices of the TAs as well as the classic APM constellation (i.e.187

MSM-PSK/QAM). Specifically, one of the Nt TA elements is188

activated at each time slot by log2(Nt ) information bits, while189

one of MSM-APM symbols is selected by another log2(MSM)190

information bits, which will be transmitted by the activated191

TA. In other words, the numbers of bits conveyed by the TA192

indices and APM symbols are log2(Nt ) and log2(MSM), respec-193

tively. In total, mSM = log2(Nt MSM) bits are sent over one SM194

symbol.195

In broadband SC-SM, each SC transmit block is composed196

by the prefix part and the data part. The data part contains K197

SM symbols, each of which consisting of mSM bits. Hence, a198

total of mr = K mSM bits are conveyed over an SC-SM symbol.199

We assume that there are L resolvable multipath links between200

each TA and RA pair, an MSM-PSK/QAM scheme is adopted,201

and Nt is a power of two1. Generally, in SC-SM based MIMO202

transmission [66], each transmit block can be generated by the203

following three steps:204

The pseudo-code of Algorithm 1 is given in Table I. An205

example of conventional SM mapping rule for Nt = 2 employ-206

ing BPSK modulation is portrayed in Fig. 2. In this sys-207

tem, the number of bits conveyed by each SM symbol is208

mSM = log2(Nt MSM) = 2. All possible two-bit combinations209

1This restriction can be solved by the non-integer-based encoding method of
[67] and the bit padding method of [68].

Algorithm 1. Generation of a Transmit Frame According to
SM Mapping Rule

1) First, the information bit stream is divided into vectors con-
taining mr = K mSM bits each, which will be transmitted
over one SC-SM frame. Furthermore, each vector is split
into K sub-vectors b(k), k = {1, · · · , K } having length of
mSM = log2(Nt MSM).

2) Next, each sub-vector b(k), k ∈ {1, · · · , K } is mapped to
an SM symbol. Specifically, based on the SM principle,
each b(k) is divided into two sequences of log2(Nt ) and
log2(MSM) bits, denoted by b1(k) and b2(k), respectively.
The bits in b1(k) are used for selecting a unique TA index
q(k) for activation, which is mapped to an Nt -dimensional
natural basis vector eq(k) (i.e., e1 = [1, 0, · · · , 0]T ), while
the bits in b2(k) are mapped to an MSM-APM (i.e.
PSK/QAM) constellation point sq(k)

l . For simplicity, we
refer to these two sets of bits as TA-bits and APM-bits.
The resultant SM symbol based on the sub-vector b(k), k ∈
{1, · · · , K } can be formulated by

x(k) = [0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
q(k)−1

, sq(k)
l , 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Nt −q(k)

]T ∈ C
Nt ×1, (1)

where q(k), k ∈ {1, · · · , K } is the index of the activated
TA during the kth interval. The corresponding transmit
block of the K SM-mapped symbols is formulated as X
= [x(1), · · · x(k), · · · , x(K )]T ∈ C

Nt ×K .
3) Finally, for each TA, a specific prefix vector

w = [w(1), · · · · · · , w(ν)]T ∈ C
1×ν , i.e. the zero-padding

(ZP) or cyclic prefix (CP) vector, is inserted for preventing
the inter-block interference (IBI), which has to have a
length larger than or equal to the maximum channel impulse
response (CIR) duration L . Then, the SC-SM signal block
and its prefix is transmitted over (K + ν) consecutive
symbols durations.

{00, 01, 10, 11} are mapped to the TA indices {1, 2} and to the 210

BPSK constellation {−1,+1}, e.g. TA 1 is activated to trans- 211

mit the BPSK constellation point −1 when the input bits are 212

00. According to Algorithm 1, at the receiver side, y(k) = 213

[yk,1, · · · , yk,Nr ]T , where yk, j is the received signal on j th RA 214

at time slot k, is given by 215

y(k) =
L−1∑
l=0

Hlx(k − l) + η(k), (2)

where Hl is an Nr -by-Nt matrix with the entry hl
i j being the 216

lth CIR of the link spanning from the j th TA to the i th RA. 217

Moreover, η(k) ∈ C
Nr ×1 is the noise vector, whose elements 218

are complex Gaussian random variables obeying CN (0, N0). 219

To elaborate a little further, we will provide an example of SC- 220

SM in Section II-C. 221

B. Prefix Selection for SC-SM 222

As shown in Fig. 2, in order to suppress IBI, each SC block 223

is extended by a guard interval, termed as the prefix vector. In 224
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Fig. 2. General transceiver structure of SC-SM systems.

TABLE I
GENERATION OF AN SC-SM TRANSMIT FRAME ACCORDING TO SM

MAPPING RULE

conventional SC-based MIMO systems, the commonly adopted225

guard interval schemes may be roughly divided into four fun-226

damental types [61], [62], as illustrated in Fig. 3, where both227

the attainable transmission rate and the power efficiency of an228

SC-based system are highly dependent on the specific type of229

the guard interval used.230230

• CP scheme: The last samples of each transmit block of231

K samples are copied to the beginning of this transmit232

block. Apart from the elimination of the IBI from the233

previous block, it also transforms the linear convolution234

of a frequency-selective multipath channel into a circular235

one and thus permits low-complexity channel diagonal-236

ization in the frequency domain at the receiver. However,237

Fig. 3. Guard interval schemes for SC-based MIMO schemes in frequency-
selective channels.

the CP scheme suffers from a power efficiency reduction 238

according to the factor of K/(K + ν). 239

• ZP scheme: A guard interval of samples is padded after 240

each transmit block, during which no signal is trans- 241

mitted. It can avoid the power efficiency erosion of the 242

CP scheme. Moreover, it supports a linear receiver in 243

achieving full multipath diversity in some transmission 244

scenarios [61]. The price paid is a somewhat increased 245

receiver complexity. 246
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• Known symbol padding (KSP) scheme: A guard inter-247

val consisting of a sequence of known samples is added248

after each transmit block. These known samples may rep-249

resent a carefully designed sequence, such as a pseudo250

noise sequence [62]. In case of both CP and ZP schemes,251

data-aided channel estimation is performed by replacing252

some data symbols with pilot symbols, while the known253

symbols of KSP inserted into the guard interval can be254

directly used as pilot symbols. Note however that the KSP255

scheme also suffers from a power efficiency loss.256

• Non-prefix scheme: The employment of the prefix vector257

imposes both a power and a spectral overheads, especially258

in case of a short channel coherence time and long CIR.259

To mitigate power and spectral overheads, the IBI can be260

reduced by using a powerful receiver even in the absence261

of a prefix vector, where iterative detection may be used.262

Moreover, to avoid the overhead imposed by the pilot263

signals, implicit training [69] can be adopted.264

As a new SC-based MIMO technique, a suitable prefix vector265

should be carefully selected such that a specific SC-SM scheme266

can satisfy a diverse range of practical requirements. In [70],267

the authors exploited the classic CP scheme in the context of an268

SC-SM scheme and provided a diversity analysis framework.269

It was shown in [70] that the diversity order achieved by the270

CP-aided SC-SM under maximum-likelihood (ML) detection271

is only determined by the number of RAs Nr . Moreover, it was272

shown in [70] that their proposed SC-SM scheme is capable of273

outperforming its OFDM-based counterpart. However, the CP-274

aided SC-SM scheme suffers from a high detection complexity275

as well as a multipath diversity gain erosion. To be specific, in276

such a case, the ML complexity of this scheme is in the order of277

O(Nt MSM)K and no multipath diversity gain can be achieved.278

More recently, Rajashekar et al. [71] further generalized279

the solutions of [70], where a ZP-based SC-SM was pro-280

posed for reducing the order of ML detection complexity from281

(Nt MSM)K to (Nt MSM)L , with L being the length of the CIR.282

Moreover, it was shown in [71] that the ZP-aided SC-SM283

scheme offers a full receive and multipath diversity order of284

L Nr and hence achieves significant performance improvement285

compared to both the CP-aided OFDM-SM and the CP-aided286

SC-SM schemes.287

C. An Example for SC-SM288

As an example, let us consider a (2 × 2)-element MIMO289

transmission (Nt = Nr = 2) associated with the throughput of290

mMIMO = 4 bits/channel-use (bpcu). We are interested in the291

comparison of SM with respect to other MIMO arrangements,292

such as the classic STBC and VBLAST schemes. In Fig. 4,293

five different MIMO schemes, namely SC-SM, OFDM-SM,294

SC-VBLAST, OFDM-VBLAST and OFDM-STBC, are con-295

sidered. Note that in order to achieve the identical throughput,296

we consider 8-PSK, QPSK, and 16-QAM constellations for the297

SM-based, VBLAST, and the classic Alamouti STBC schemes298

[72], respectively. In all OFDM-based schemes, only the clas-299

sic CP vector is inserted. For the sake of simplicity, we assume300

that the CIR length is L = 3 and the frame length is K = 4.301

Hence, the K MIMO symbols of a single frame convey a total302

of (K × mMIMO) = (4 × 4) = 16 bits. As shown in Fig. 4, the 303

information bit stream is divided into sub-vectors containing 304

16 bits each. Assuming that the current transmit sub-vector is 305

b =[1011001000101110], we present the details of the transmit 306

vector generation of these five MIMO schemes as follows: 307307

1) SC-SM: In SM, the throughput is mMIMO = 308

log2(Nt MSM), which is achieved by using 8-PSK 309

(MSM = 8) in our example in conjunction with 310

Nt = 2. According to the SC-SM model detailed in 311

Fig. 2, the sub-vector b = [1011001000101110] is 312

further split into K = 4 sequences, i.e. b(1) = [1001], 313

b(2) = [0000], b(3) = [1101], and b(4) = [1110]. Then, 314

each sequence b(k), k ∈ {1, · · · , 4} is divided into 315

log2(Nt ) = log2(2) = 1 and log2(MSM) = log2(8) = 3 316

bits. Specifically, the sequence b(1) = [1001] is divided 317

into b1(1)=[1] and b2(1) = [001], b(2) = [0000] is 318

divided into b1(2)=[0] and b2(2) = [000], b(3) = [1101] 319

is divided into b1(3)=[1] and b2(3) = [101], 320

and b(4) = [1110] is divided into b1(4)=[1] and 321

b2(4) = [110]. Thus, the bits conveyed by the TA 322

index are b1 = [b1(1), b1(2), b1(3), b1(4)] = [1011] 323

and the bits conveyed by 8-PSK signals are 324

b2 = [b2(1), b2(2), b2(3), b2(4)] = [001000101110]. 325

After this split, b(k), k ∈ {1, · · · , 4} are mapped to 326

the conventional SM symbols. For example, for the 327

sequence b(1) = [b1(1), b1(2)], b1(1)=[1] is used to 328

activate TA 2 and b2(1) = [001] is mapped to the 8-PSK 329

constellation point e
π
4 i , which is transmitted over TA 2. 330

Hence, the corresponding SM symbol for transmission 331

is x(1) = [0, e
π
4 i ]T . Similarly, we can also generate the 332

transmit SM symbols x(2), x(3) and x(4) corresponding 333

to b(2), b(3) and b(4), respectively. The resultant 334

SC-SM transmit frame is formulated by X = [x(1), x(2), 335

x(3), x(4)]T . Finally, the ZP or CP vector is inserted by 336

using the method shown in Fig. 3. 337

2) OFDM-SM: The initial bit-to-symbol mapping process of 338

OFDM-SM is the same as that of the SC-SM scheme, 339

except that the transmit signal X is considered to be a 340

frequency-domain signal and an inverse fast Fourier trans- 341

form (IFFT) unit is used to produce the corresponding 342

complex-valued time-domain signal, e.g., the frequency- 343

domain vector [0 1 0 0] transmitted over TA 1 is converted 344

to its time-domain signal as [0.5, 0.5i,−0.5, 0.5i]. As 345

shown in Fig. 4, the OFDM-SM signal generated is no 346

longer sparsely distributed in the spatial domain and two 347

TAs (two RF chains) have to be simultaneously activated 348

over the OFDM frame. Fig. 4 shows an example of the 349

OFDM-SM signal transmission for the first symbol of 350

[0.5, 0.35 + 0.35i]. 351

3) SC-VBLAST: In VBLAST, each TA simply transmits 352

an independent symbol stream and the throughput is 353

mMIMO = Nt log2(MVBLAST), where MVBLAST repre- 354

sents the order of APM constellation by the VBLAST 355

scheme. In our example associated with mMIMO = 4 bpcu 356

and Nt = 2, we have MVBLAST = 4 and hence a QPSK 357

modulation is used. As shown in Fig. 4, the bit partition- 358

ing of the input bit stream b = [1011001000101110] is 359

different from that in SM. Specifically, b is first equally 360
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Fig. 4. Examples of different MIMO transmitters for multipath channels at a throughput of 4 bits/channel-use, where the SC-SM, the OFDM-SM, the SC-
VBLAST, the OFDM-VBLAST and the OFDM-STBC schemes are considered.

partitioned into two sub-vectors v1 = [10110010] and361

v2 = [00101110] and then further divided into K = 4362

sequences. For example, v1 = [10110010] is split into363

[10], [11], [00] and [10], which will be mapped to the364

QPSK symbols of e
7π
4 i , e

5π
4 i , e

π
4 i , e

7π
4 i , respectively. The365

transmited SC-VBLAST vector of TA 1 is given by [e
7π
4 i ,366

e
5π
4 i , e

π
4 i , e

7π
4 i ]. The same process can be carried out367

for TA 2. Finally, the ZP or CP vectors for the generated368

transmit vector of each TA are inserted.369

4) OFDM-VBLAST: Based on the signal generation steps of 370

SC-VBLAST, we need to add an IFFT unit to produce 371

the OFDM-VBLAST transmit signal, as shown in Fig. 4. 372

After this, such a signal will be sent out over multiple 373

sub-carriers, which are orthogonal to each other. 374

5) OFDM-STBC: The throughput of STBC depends on 375

its code rate (or the multiplexing gain) cSTBC and is 376

given as mMIMO = cSTBC log2(MSTBC), where MSTBC 377

is the order of the APM used by the STBC scheme. 378

In our example associated with Nt = 2, the classic 379
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Fig. 5. BER comparison of the ZP-aided SC-SM scheme over its CP-aided counterpart and various CP-aided classic MIMO transmission schemes. All the schemes
are assumed to have Nt = 2, Nr = 2 and the identical throughput mSM = 4 bits/channel-use. Both SC and OFDM techniques are considered. ML as well as the
MMSE-type detectors are employed.

Alamouti STBC with cSTBC = 1 is used and 16-380

QAM (MSTBC = 16) is employed to achieve the tar-381

get throughput of mMIMO = 4 bpcu. In contrast to the382

VBLAST and SM schemes, the input bit stream b =383

[1011001000101110] is directly mapped to four 16-QAM384

symbols as in 1√
10

[−3 + 3i, 1 + 3i, 1 + 3i,−1 − 3i].385

Then, the Alamouti encoding matrix is applied to every386

pair of symbols and an IFFT unit converts the frequency-387

domain signal into its time-domain counterpart.388

Based on the transmit models of Fig. 4, we compared the389

BER performance of SC-SM schemes against that of the con-390

ventional MIMO schemes in Fig. 5 over Rayleigh fading391

channels having a uniform power delay profile [71]. In this392

context, several commonly used detectors are considered, i.e.393

ML detector, single-tap based minimum mean-squared error394

(MMSE) detector or MMSE based frequency-domain equaliza-395

tion (FDE) [66], [70], [71].396

As shown in Fig. 5, the ZP-aided SC-SM scheme using the397

ML detector is capable of achieving a considerable diversity398

gain and hence it attains the best BER performance amongst399

all benchmark schemes. As pointed out in in [62], the ZP-type400

prefix vector results in a better BER compared to its CP coun-401

terpart, since in the latter case any data detection errors may402

affect both the information symbols and the CP symbols. In403

this comparison, we only consider a small frame length K for404

illustration purpose. In [71] and [88], more comparisons of the405

SC-SM schemes over other MIMO schemes are provided for406

larger K , in which the afore-mentioned BER benefits were also407

observed.408

Moreover, in Table II, the complexity orders of different409

ZP-aided and CP-aided MIMO schemes are compared, where410

only the multiplications of complex numbers are counted.411

The complexity orders of different detectors for OFDM-SM, 412

OFDM-STBC and OFDM-VBLAST schemes can be found in 413

[16], while that of the other MIMO schemes can be found in 414

[71] and [88]. In Table II, we also provide the complexity order 415

of the near ML detector, namely low-complexity single-stream 416

(LSS) detector [88], for the promising ZP-aided SC-SM. The 417

details about the near-ML LSS detector will be further dis- 418

cussed in Section II-D. As shown in Table II, the CP-aided 419

MIMO systems with the MMSE and the MMSE-FDE based 420

detectors exhibit lower complexity orders compared to those 421

of ZP-aided MIMO systems with time-domain detectors (ZP- 422

aided SC-VBLAST with MMSE detector and ZP-aided SC-SM 423

with LSS detector), since these CP-aided systems can use low- 424

complexity one-tap equalizations. However, as shown in our 425

simulation results, CP-aided MIMO systems suffer from a mul- 426

tipath diversity gain loss. As proved in [71], the ZP-aided 427

SC-SM scheme with ML detector is capable of offering full 428

multipath diversity and hence exhibits better BERs shown in 429

Fig. 5. This benefit can also be achieved by using the LSS algo- 430

rithm proposed in [88], as will be shown in Figs. 7 and 8 in 431

Section II-D. 432

By taking into account both the BER and the complexity, 433

we conclude that ZP-aided SC-SM is a promising candidate for 434

dispersive MIMO channels. Note that the detection complexity 435

of ZP-aided SC-SM may be further reduced by exploiting the 436

spatial-domain sparsity of SM symbols, as discussed in [88] and 437

Section III. Moreover in Table II, we also provide the number 438

of RF chains required for different MIMO schemes in disper- 439

sive channels. It is shown in Table II that the SC-SM schemes 440

require only a single RF chain at the transmitter. 441

Note that although the above-mentioned research demon- 442

strated that the ZP based scheme constitutes a promising prefix 443
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TABLE. II
COMPLEXITY ORDERS AND THE NUMBER OF RF CHAINS REQUIRED FOR DIFFERENT ZP-AIDED AND CP-AIDED MIMO SCHEMES

MVBLAST: the APM order used in VBLAST scheme.
MSM: the APM order used in SM scheme.
L: the length of the CIR.
M : the selected M value in the near-ML LSS detector.
K : the length of the frame.
Nt : the number of transmit antennas.
Nr : the number of receive antennas.

option, further investigations are required to strike an attractive444

tradeoff amongst the detection complexity imposed, the attain-445

able BER, as well as the achievable transmission rate and power446

efficiency.447

D. Some Transmitter Design Variants448

In recent years, diverse generalized SM schemes have been449

proposed, such as the GSM of [73]–[75], the SSK scheme of450

[37], and the GSSK arrangements of [76], [77]. However, these451

schemes have been predominantly investigated in the context of452

narrow-band scenarios, assuming that SM symbols are trans-453

mitted over flat-fading channels. However, in practice, most454

of the wireless channels exhibit frequency selective proper-455

ties. This leads to several further generalized SM versions,456

which aim to provide increased transmission rate, improved457

the energy efficiency or higher multipath diversity gain [78]–458

[80]. Explicitly, there are three types of SC-SM variants: the459

SC-GSM scheme [78], the space and time-dispersion modula-460

tion (STdM) scheme [79] and the family of SFSK arrangements461

[80], which are detailed as follows:462462

• SC-GSM: As a natural extension of SM, the GSM463

scheme was proposed in [81] for the sake of achieving464

increased-rate data transmission, which activates several465

TAs— rather than a single TA or all TAs — to carry the466

information symbols during each time slot. Specifically,467

in GSM, Ng out of Nt (Ng < Nt ) TAs are activated during468

each time slot, where the information bits are conveyed469

both by the active TA-index combinations as well by the470

Ng conventional APM symbols [82]. This extension has471

also been incorporated into SC-based transmission over472

dispersive channels, where the single-RF restriction is473

relaxed by using Ng RF chains [78]. In general, SC-GSM474

includes SC-SM as a special case associated with Ng = 1,475

which strikes a trade-off among the transmit rate, the RF 476

cost as well as the detection complexity. 477

• STdM: By exploiting the principle of SM in both time- 478

dispersion and space dimensions, an STdM scheme was 479

proposed for frequency selective fading channels in [79], 480

where the channel’s time-slot indices are exploited for 481

conveying additional information, apart from the active 482

TA index and the conventional APM symbols of SM. In 483

contrast to conventional SC-SM scheme, STdM exploits 484

the resolvable multipath components of the frequency- 485

selective channel as a novel means of conveying addi- 486

tional source information. Specifically, in the STdM 487

scheme, only one out of Nt TAs was activated in one out 488

of L − 1 resolvable multipath components, where L is the 489

CIR length. In [79], the energy efficiency of STdM was 490

evaluated based on a realistic power consumption model 491

and it was found to be more energy-efficient than SC-SM. 492

Note that the design of STdM critically hinges on the ide- 493

alized assumption that independent symbol-spaced taps 494

are available for MIMO channels. 495

• SFSK: In [80], by intrinsically amalgamating the con- 496

cept of SM and linear dispersion codes (LDCs) [83], 497

Ngo et al. proposed the design philosophy of SFSK, 498

which selects one out of ϕ orthogonal frequencies by a 499

frequency shift keying (FSK) modulator. In contrast to 500

the TA-index in conventional SM, in SFSK, the specific 501

indices of the pre-designed space-time dispersion matri- 502

ces are exploited for conveying extra implicit information. 503

Moreover, this concept was further extended in [80] to 504

enjoy benefits offered by the time, space and frequency 505

domains. SFSK may be viewed as an SC-based trans- 506

mission scheme, because only a single frequency tone 507

(out of multiple carriers) is utilized in each transmis- 508

sion. Note that the transmission of space-time dispersion 509
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Fig. 6. Overview of SC-SM detectors.

matrix requires multiple RF chains and the advantages510

of single-RF are eroded, except for the low-rate designs511

of [2].512

E. Detector Design513

Traditional receiver architectures designed for conventional514

SM and classic MIMO schemes may not be directly suitable515

for the family of SC-SM, due to the following reasons:516516

(1) Conventional SM detectors of [19], [84], [85] are focused517

on the detection of the TA index and APM symbol in flat-518

fading scenarios, which usually ignore the inter-symbol519

interference (ISI) caused by the channel’s frequency520

selectivity.521

(2) Most of the existing MIMO detectors conceived for mul-522

tipath fading channels are proposed under the assumption523

that the MIMO channel matrix has column full-rank524

(Nr ≥ Nt ) [58], [86]. However, an attractive advantage of525

SM is that it can efficiently operate also in the challeng-526

ing scenario of asymmetric/unbalanced MIMO systems,527

whose channel matrices may be rank-deficient due to528

having more TAs than RAs.529

This inspired recent research efforts in devising sophisticated530

receivers for SC-SM systems. At the time of writing, there are531

three typical receiver architectures: frequency-domain equal-532

izer (FDE) [66], [87], time-domain equalizer (TDE) [70], [71],533

[88] and the powerful turbo equalizer (TEQ) [87]. A sketch534

of these detection techniques conceived for SC-SM systems is535

provided in Fig. 6. Next, they will be characterized in a little536

more detail.537

1) Frequency-Domain Equalizer: An attractive low-538

complexity approach to ISI mitigation, in scenarios exhibiting539

a long CIR, affecting thousands of bits is constituted by FDEs,540

because we can rely on single-tap frequency-domain channel541

transfer factor (FDCHTF) instead of a time-domain equalizer542

having thousands of taps. Hence, SC systems using FDEs543

(SC-FDE) have been adopted in some recent communication544

standards, such as the third generation partnership project545

(3GPP) long-term evolution (LTE) standard. The benefits of546

SC-FDE also have been explored in the context of various547

MIMO techniques. A detailed overview of SC-FDE techniques 548

was presented in [62], [89] and both the MMSE-based FDEs 549

and the decision-feedback equalizer (DFE) based FDEs were 550

introduced. As a novel MIMO technique, SM may also be 551

beneficially combined with SC-FDE methods for combating 552

the effects of ISI. 553

To this end, in [66] various state-of-the-art FDE algorithms 554

conceived for VBLAST were investigated in the context of CP- 555

aided SC-SM systems. Specifically, the zero forcing (ZF)-based 556

FDE of [90], the MMSE-based FDE (MMSE-FDE) of [91], and 557

the decision feedback based approaches [62] as well as the QR 558

decomposition combined with the M-algorithm (QRD-M) [62] 559

were utilized to recover the transmit vector, in which an SM sig- 560

nal vector was viewed as a special type of the VBLAST signal. 561

Then, the low-complexity matched filter (MF) based detec- 562

tion method of [16] was utilized, where the activated TA index 563

and the modulated APM constellation point are separately esti- 564

mated. That detector directly combines the classic VBLAST 565

detector conceived for ISI channels and the MF-based detector 566

of conventional SM schemes for demodulation. It was shown 567

in [66] that the QRD-M detector outperforms other detectors in 568

the context of SC-SM systems, since it was designed based on 569

the near-optimal tree search principle by selecting only M most 570

possible survived branches [92]. Moreover, in [87] the authors 571

exploited the MMSE criterion to derive the weights of the FDE 572

for the CP-aided SC-SM. Similar to the classic MMSE-FDE, 573

the received signals were first converted to their frequency- 574

domain versions and then MMSE-based linear filtering was 575

invoked for estimating the frequency-domain SC-SM signals 576

by minimizing the average minimum square error between the 577

frequency-domain signals and the estimates. Then, these esti- 578

mates were converted to their time-domain counterparts, which 579

were further divided into several independent SM symbols. 580

Finally, the single-stream symbol-based ML detector of [84] 581

was employed to each SM symbol for jointly detecting both 582

the active TA index as well as the transmitted APM symbol. In 583

contrast to the classic equalizers designed for traditional MIMO 584

systems, it was found in [87] that their MMSE-based FDE taps 585

depend on the sparsity of the SM symbols. In short, this detector 586

first employs a carefully designed MMSE-FDE for generating 587

an initial estimate and then invokes the conventional single- 588

stream ML detector of SM for symbol-by-symbol detection. As 589

shown in [87], the complexity of this detector is independent 590

of the CIR length. However, most of the above-mentioned FDE 591

algorithms are only suitable for scenarios, where the channel 592

matrix is of full-rank, i.e. Nr ≥ Nt . 593

2) Time-Domain Equalizer: A well-known classic 594

approach to ISI-mitigation in the SC-based systems is 595

based on the employment of a TDE. Various TDE methods 596

[62], such as the ML-based TDE, the low-complexity linear 597

TDE, the parallel interference cancellation (PIC), as well as 598

the successive interference cancellation (SIC) have been exten- 599

sively studied in the context of MIMO systems. In contrast 600

to the transmitted signals generated by conventional MIMO 601

schemes, the transmit vectors of SM schemes are sparsely 602

populated, since typically only a single TA is activated [18], 603

[19]. This constraint makes SM rather different from the classic 604

STBC or the VBLAST schemes [1] and the TDE of SC-SM 605
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has to be carefully designed for exploiting the benefits of both606

SC and SM techniques.607

In [70], an optimal ML detector was proposed for SC-SM608

schemes, which carries out an exhaustive search for finding the609

global optimum in the entire transmit signal space. This detec-610

tor jointly detects the entire transmission frame to retrieve the611

original mr bits. The advantages of the ML detector over the612

ZF and the MMSE detectors were evaluated for the CP-aided613

SC-SM schemes. However, as both the transmission rate and K614

increase, the complexity of the ML detector becomes excessive.615

To attain a high diversity gain, in [71] a ZP-aided SC-SM616

scheme was investigated. To reduce its detection complexity,617

the authors viewed this system as a new kind of STBC scheme,618

which allows the use of STBC’s generalized distribution law619

(GDL) to simplify the corresponding ML detector. It was found620

that the order of the ML detection complexity in the ZP-aided621

SC-SM scheme only depends on the CIR length rather than622

on the frame length K , as mentioned in Section II-B. To fur-623

ther reduce the complexity imposed by a large value of L , a624

low-complexity PIC-based receiver with SIC (PIC-R-SIC) was625

proposed in [71], which is capable of achieving both multipath-626

and receiver- diversity gains (compared to ML detector) for627

some specific channel conditions. Compared to the conven-628

tional PIC-R-SIC designed for STBC schemes operating in a629

flat-fading scenario, the extended PIC-R-SIC detector is suit-630

able for a dispersive channel, which operates by converting the631

dispersive multipath channel into a set of frequency-flat block632

fading subchannels.633

Another promising method of reducing the complexity of the634

ML detector is constituted by the sphere decoding (SD) algo-635

rithms of [93], the concept of which is to search for the closest636

lattice points within a certain SNR-dependent search radius.637

However, the number of surviving search paths is still relatively638

high for a large tree and it may only be suitable for SC-SM639

schemes having a small frame length K .640

Relying on the concept of the classic M-algorithm, in641

[88] the authors proposed a low-complexity single-stream642

(LSS) detector for avoiding the channel inversion operation643

of the PIC-R-SIC scheme, while striking a flexible trade-644

off between the computational complexity imposed and the645

attainable BER. Note that in the traditional M-algorithm, the646

QR-decomposition requires the channel matrix to be a full-rank647

(column-wise) matrix. Hence, it can not be directly applied648

by the ZP-aided SC-SM, where the channel matrix may be649

rank deficient. In the proposed LSS, the QR-decomposition is650

avoided by properly exploiting the single-stream ML detection651

of [84]. It was found that their proposed LSS detector is also652

capable of efficient operation in the challenging rank-deficient653

channel scenarios.654

3) Turbo Equalizer: It is worth noting that nearly all wire-655

less communication systems employ some forms of forward656

error correction (FEC) to counteract unpredictable transmis-657

sion errors, which require soft-decision based detectors rather658

than the hard-decision based TDE and FDE. The classic TEQ659

[94] has also been demonstrated to be an effective soft-decision660

receiver in frequency selective fading channels, incorporating661

both equalization and channel decoding. The basic concept of662

TEQ relies on the iterative exchange of soft information in the663

form of log-likelihood ratios (LLRs), between the equalizer and 664

the decoder. The trellis-based TEQ relying on the Viterbi algo- 665

rithm and the Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [94] 666

imposes high complexity in the context of SC-MIMO systems, 667

especially for high CIR lengths L and for a large APM size 668

MSM. Hence, the low-complexity yet efficient MMSE-based 669

TEQ is the one that is commonly used. 670

Recently, in [87] an MMSE based low-complexity soft- 671

decision FDE algorithm was developed for broadband high-rate 672

SC-SM systems, which is capable of operating in dispersive 673

channel having a long CIR. Specifically, they first proposed a 674

hard-decision aided SC-SM detector based on the MMSE crite- 675

rion and then developed its soft-decision version by employing 676

maximum a posteriori (MAP) demodulation. The MMSE-FDE 677

coefficients obtained are different from those derived for tra- 678

ditional MIMO schemes, because every SM symbol exhibits 679

sparsity. Moreover, in [87] a three-stage concatenated SC-SM 680

architecture was proposed for attaining a near-capacity perfor- 681

mance by amalgamating a recursive systematic convolutional 682

code and a unity-rate convolutional code, which was achieved 683

by exchanging the extrinsic information of these decoders a suf- 684

ficiently high number of times, until no more iteration gains 685

were achieved. Effectively, this resulted in a two-stage system. 686

Similar to the above-mentioned FDE detectors, this detector 687

was also designed under the constraint of Nr ≥ Nt . 688

Note that most of the above-mentioned detectors assume 689

that perfect channel state information (CSI) is available at 690

the receiver. However, it is challenging to acquire accurate 691

CSI, which results in a severe degradation of the achievable 692

performance. This effect has been theoretically analyzed in nar- 693

rowband SM systems. In order to dispense with CSI-estimation, 694

some differential SM schemes have been proposed in flat- 695

fading scenarios [18]. However, these investigations have not 696

been extended to SC-SM. This issue will be further discussed 697

in Section V-F. 698

4) Performance: The observations above have shown that 699

the TDE-type detectors may be more attractive in the con- 700

text of SC-SM, since they are capable of retaining all the 701

benefits of SC and SM techniques. They are also suitable 702

for arbitrary antenna configurations, including the scenarios of 703

Nr ≤ Nt . Fig. 7 characterizes the BER performance of the ZP- 704

aided SC-SM schemes in the context of (2 × 1) and (2 × 2) 705

MIMO channels at a throughput of mSM = 4 bpcu for transmis- 706

sion over Rayleigh multipath channels having a uniform power 707

delay profile [71]. To evaluate the performance gaps between 708

the low-complexity sub-optimal detectors and ML detector, we 709

first consider a small frame length K in our simulations and 710

then adopt a higher value of K . To be specific, in Fig. 7, similar 711

to the setup of [71], the frame length is set to K = 4 and the 712

8-PSK constellation is adopted, the CIR length is L = 3 and 713

different TDE algorithms are considered. We also consider the 714

identical-throughput CP-aided OFDM-SM schemes of [16] as 715

benchmarkers. 716

Observe in Fig. 7 (a) that the LSS detector performs well in 717

rank-deficient (2 × 1)-element MIMO channels, while the PIC- 718

R-SIC method suffers from a multipath diversity reduction. For 719

(2 × 2) MIMO channels, the LSS detector having M = 8 out- 720

performs the PIC-R-SIC method and provides a signal-to-noise 721
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Fig. 7. BER performance of the ZP-aided SC-SM schemes employing the ML, the parallel interference cancellation (PIC)-based receiver with successive inter-
ference cancellation (SIC) (PIC-R-SIC) and the LSS based receivers for transmission over dispersive multipath channels. The identical-throughput CP-aided
OFDM-SM schemes of [16] employing an ML-based receiver are considered as benchmarkers. All the systems are assumed to have Nt = 2, K = 4, L = 3,
mSM = 4 bpcu and using an 8-PSK constellation.

Fig. 8. BER performance of the ZP-aided SC-SM schemes employing the PIC-
R-SIC and the LSS based methods for transmission over the EVA channels,
having L = 6, QPSK modulation and Nr = 2, 4. Here, the performance of
these detectors with a higher number of TAs Nt = 32 and a longer frame length
K = 128 are investigated, compared to Fig. 7.

ratio (SNR) gain of about 1.6 dB at the BER of 10−5. Moreover,722

in Fig. 7(b) the performance gap between the LSS detector and723

the exhaustive-search-based ML detector is only about 5 dB724

and 1 dB for M = 4 and M = 8, respectively. This gap can725

be further reduced by setting a larger value of M at the cost726

of a higher complexity. In general, the LSS detector is capa-727

ble of adjusting the parameter M for striking a flexible tradeoff728

TABLE III
COMPLEXITY ORDERS OF DIFFERENT TIME-DOMAIN DETECTORS FOR

ZP-AIDED SC-SM SCHEME

between the attainable BER and the detection complexity 729

imposed. 730

The above-mentioned benefits of the LSS detector recorded 731

for the ZP-aided SC-SM are also visible in Fig. 8, where a 732

long frame length of K = 128 and a large number of TAs, 733

namely Nt = 32 are considered in the extended vehicular a 734

channel (EVA) model [90]. In Fig. 8, the BER performance of 735

the optimal ML detector is not provided due to its excessive 736

complexity. It is shown in Fig. 8 that the BER of the PIC-R- 737

SIC scheme may have an error floor effect under rank-deficient 738

channel conditions, which was also observed in [88]. 739

5) Complexity: In Table III, the complexity orders of the 740

PIC-R-SIC, the ML and the LSS detectors employed in Figs. 7 741

and 8 are compared. It is shown that the complexity of the ML 742

detector is unaffordable as it grows exponentially with the CIR 743

length L . Based on the results of Tables II and III, it is noted 744

that the time-domain based LSS detector has a similar com- 745

plexity order to that of the classic linear MMSE based detector. 746

In Tables IV and V, we also provide the approximate complex- 747

ity of the configurations adopted in Figs. 7 and 8. It is shown 748

that the LSS detector is capable of striking a flexible tradeoff 749

in terms of the BER attained and the complexity imposed by 750

adjusting the parameter M . 751
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TABLE IV
COMPLEXITY OF DIFFERENT DETECTORS FOR ZP-AIDED SC-SM

SCHEME IN TERMS OF THE NUMBER OF REAL-VALUED

MULTIPLICATIONS, WHERE THE SETUP IS THE SAME AS THAT IN FIG. 7

TABLE V
COMPLEXITY OF THE PIC-R-SIC AND LSS DETECTORS FOR ZP-AIDED

SC-SM SCHEME, WHERE THE SETUP IS THE SAME AS THAT IN FIG. 8

III. POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES752

In light of the transceiver design described in Section II, we753

summarize some potential advantages, tradeoffs and disadvan-754

tages of SC-SM in Fig. 9.755

A. Potential Advantages756

1) Simple Transmitter Design: In conventional MIMO sys-757

tems, such as the VBLAST and the STBC schemes, the hard-758

ware complexity and cost rise with the number of TAs Nt .759

Moreover, the deleterious effects of RF circuit mismatches and760

coupling impairments also grow with the value of Nt . These761

factors limit the number of antennas. As shown in Fig. 2, SC-762

SM relies on the unique encoding philosophy of activating one763

out of numerous TAs at each time slot, hence only a single RF764

chain (Ng RF chains for the SC-GSM scheme, Ng < Nt ) is765

required instead of Nt parallel RF chains. Hence its RF section766

has a reduced complexity and cost. On the other hand, in con-767

ventional OFDM-based MIMO transmissions, the complexity768

imposed by performing the DFT operations for its signal mod-769

ulation and demodulation also increases with Nt . As shown in770

Section II and Fig. 2, this computational complexity and the RF771

hardware complexity can be reduced by employing the SC-SM772

based transmitter advocated.773

2) Simple Receiver Design: Data detection in the con-774

ventional MIMO systems is one of the most challenging775

tasks in terms of both its computational complexity and its776

power consumption, especially in the LS-MIMO scenarios. In777

dispersive channels, the employment of SC or OFDM tech-778

niques further increases the dimensionality of the underlying779

detection problem. In SM, since only a single TA is activated780

for transmission, this allows us to design a low-complexity781

single-stream receiver, such as the LSS detector. Moreover,782

based on the unique bit-to-vector mapping rule of SC-SM783

detailed in Algorithm 1, the transmit vector of SC-SM associ-784

ated with each TA has as low a fraction of nonzero elements as785

K/Nt for each row of X. Usually, a matrix or vector is referred786

to as sparse, if the number of nonzero elements in it is less787

than 20% of the total number of elements. Since the sparsity788

ratio of SC-SM is 1/Nt , for Nt > 4 the transmit matrix X is789

deemed sparse and hence the detection can be regarded as a 790

sparse reconstruction problem. Therefore, the classic sparse 791

reconstruction theory [95], [96] may be invoked for recovering 792

the transmitted signals. 793

Accordingly, a number of related contributions have con- 794

centrated on the design of SM detection schemes based on 795

compressive sensing (CS). A message passing detection algo- 796

rithm was proposed in [105] for the multiple access channel 797

(MAC) in conjunction with a high number of antennas at the 798

BS. An iterative detector was developed for large-scale MACs 799

in [106], where the authors decoupled the antenna and symbol 800

estimation processes for reducing the total detection complex- 801

ity. The algorithm introduced in [112] beneficially exploits the 802

sparsity of SM transmission in the MAC. In [107], a general- 803

ized approximate message passing detector was preferred to the 804

high-complexity stage-wise linear detector. A closely related 805

approach has also been developed in [113] in order to miti- 806

gate the effects of spatial correlation imposed on tightly-packed 807

antennas. 808

3) Low PAPR and Robustness to Phase Noise: OFDM has 809

attracted substantial interests because it offers a powerful and 810

practical means to mitigate the effects of ISI in high-throughput 811

MIMO transmissions [58]. However, the DFT operation based 812

modulation at the transmitter disperses each sub-carrier’s mod- 813

ulated signal across the entire DFT-block and hence erodes the 814

single-RF benefits of SM-MIMO [87], whilst simultaneously 815

resulting in a high PAPR. By contrast, SC-SM is capable of 816

retaining all the benefits of SM, whilst exhibiting a lower PAPR 817

than its OFDM-based counterpart [66], [71], [87]. As a result, 818

the performance of SM is less affected by the transmitter’s 819

power amplifier nonlinearities. A further benefit of SC-SM is its 820

higher robustness both to the frequency offset and to the phase 821

noise, than that of the OFDM scheme, owing to its inherent SC 822

structure. 823

As an example, we assume that the number of TA is Nt = 2, 824

the throughput is mSM = 5 bpcu. The data block size is K = 825

256 and the oversampling factor is set to β = 4 for PAPR cal- 826

culation as pulse shaping is considered. In Fig. 10, we present 827

the transmit signal generation and PAPR calculation process of 828

SC-SM and OFDM-SM schemes. The detailed signal genera- 829

tion processes of SC-SM and OFDM-SM are similar to that 830

in Fig. 4, except that a pulse shaping unit is added in SC-SM 831

scheme for practical signal transmission. 832

Based on the transmit signal model of Fig. 10, the cor- 833

responding complementary cumulative distribution functions 834

(CCDFs) of the PAPR of both SC-SM and OFDM-SM systems 835

are shown in Fig. 11. For the sake of simplicity, we only give 836

the CCDF result of the PAPR for the signal vector transmitted 837

over TA 1, since the CCDF result recorded at TA 2 is similar 838

to that of TA 1. The CCDF explicitly shows the probability of 839

having a PAPR, which is higher than a certain PAPR threshold 840

of PAPR0, namely that we have Pr{PAPR > PAPR0}. To eval- 841

uate the effects of pulse shaping on SC-SM, we convolve each 842

transmitted symbol waveform with a raised-cosine filter having 843

the roll-off factor α. 844

As observed in Fig. 11, in the absence of pulse shaping, the 845

PAPR of the SC-SM scheme is about 8.5 dB lower than that 846

of the SC-OFDM scheme at a CCDF of 10−3. As a further 847
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Fig. 9. A summary of main advantages and disadvantages of the SC-SM scheme.

Fig. 10. The example of PAPR calculations for SC-SM and OFDM-SM schemes with Nt = 2, mSM = 5 bits/channel-use. We use 4 times oversampling to
calculate PAPR for each block when pulse shaping is considered.

metric, the PAPR of the transmitted SC-SM signals only has848

a 1% probability of being above 3.5 dB. Fig. 11 also shows that849

in conjunction with the raised-cosine filter, the PAPR increases850

for the SC-SM schemes, but it still remains better than that of851

OFDM-SM. It is observed in Fig. 11 that the performance can852

be improved by using a larger value of the roll-off factor α at853

the cost of an increased out-of-band radiation [82]. This implies854

that there is a tradeoff between the attainable PAPR and the855

out-of-band radiation imposed.856

In Fig. 11, the effects of antenna switching in SM are not857

considered in the design of the pulse shaping filter. As shown in858

[117], a high roll-off factor is necessary for conventional raised-859

cosine filter to ensure that the transmit power is concentrated860

within a short time period so as to enable a single RF chain861

in SM. Hence, two large values of α are utilized in the PAPR862

comparison of Fig. 11, such as α = 0.6 and 0.8. The design of863

time-limited waveforms for single-RF based SC-SM scheme is864

still a challenge, which will be further discussed in Section V-A.865

4) High Throughput and High Energy Efficiency: As a866

new three-dimensional (3-D) hybrid modulation scheme, SM867

exploits the indices of the TAs as an additional dimension 868

invoked for transmitting information, apart from the classic 869

two-dimensional (2-D) APM [82]. SC-SM also adopts this 870

principle and hence achieves a higher throughput than that 871

of the single-antenna and the STBC-MIMO systems. In dis- 872

persive channels this gain can be further exploited by using 873

the STdM-like schemes of [79], which relies on the index of 874

the resolvable multipath links as a means of conveying addi- 875

tional source information. Since SM can be realized by using 876

a single RF front-end, the high-cost power amplifier, which is 877

typically responsible for the vast majority of power dissipation 878

at the transmitter, can be reduced. Specifically, recent results 879

based on a realistic power consumption model have shown that 880

a SM-aided base station (BS) has a considerable power con- 881

sumption gain compared to the multi-RF chain assisted MIMO 882

arrangements (up to 67% more energy efficient in the context of 883

Nt = 4) [97]. This energy benefit may also be retained by the 884

SC-SM systems. 885

5) Flexible Design: As shown in Fig. 2, due to the single- 886

TA transmission mode, the minimum number of RAs required 887
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Fig. 11. Comparison of CCDF of PAPR for the SC-SM and the OFDM-SM systems having Nt = 2, K = 256, mSM = 5 bpcu and operating with 16-QAM
constellation. For the SC-SM with pulse shaping in the classic signal domain, the roll-off factor of the raised-cosine pulse filter is α = 0.6 and 0.8.

for efficient detection can be set to one, regardless of how many888

TA there are. Hence, SC-SM can be flexibly configured for889

diverse TA and RA configurations, especially for the challeng-890

ing scenario of asymmetric/unbalanced MIMO systems. As a891

further advance, SC-SM can be jointly designed in combination892

with the classic VBLAST and the STBC schemes for striking893

a flexible tradeoff among the attainable transmit rate, the diver-894

sity gain and the cost, which retains the key advantages of SM,895

while activating multiple TAs [75], [98]. Furthermore, SC-SM896

can be employed for exploiting the potential multipath diver-897

sity or the resolvable multipath-component-based multiplexing898

gain available in dispersive channels, i.e., the ZP-aided SC-SM899

scheme of [71] and the STdM scheme of [79]. Additionally, in900

SC-SM, the prefix vector can be flexibly selected according to901

the practical system requirements.902

B. Some Tradeoffs and Disadvantages903

1) Throughput, Diversity, Detection Complexity, and RF904

Cost Tradeoff: In contrast to V-BLAST which is capable of905

achieving a high multiplexing gain, the family of SC-SM906

schemes may offer only a logarithmic (rather than a linear)907

increase of the throughput with the number of TA Nt or the908

number of TA combinations. This may limit SC-SM for achiev-909

ing very high spectral efficiencies. Moreover, the conventional910

SC-SM schemes only achieve receiver diversity and multipath911

diversity, but no transmit diversity. In conventional narrowband912

SM scheme, this impediment can be circumvented by employ-913

ing open-loop as well as closed-loop transmit symbol design914

techniques [16]. However, these techniques may be not directly915

suitable for SC-SM systems. Indeed, the degree of freedom in916

a MIMO system can be allocated by different ways to achieve917

different tradeoff among different conflicting performance fac- 918

tors. As a new MIMO scheme, SC-SM exploits this degree 919

of freedom to reduce the number of transmit RF chains and 920

the detection complexity, at certain losses of diversity and 921

multiplexing gains. 922

2) Overhead of Channel Estimation: The coherent detec- 923

tion of the SC-SM scheme in Fig. 2 requires that CSI is 924

available at the receiver. However, it is challenging to acquire 925

accurate CSI of all MIMO channels. The peculiar transmit 926

encoding of SC-SM based over a limited number of RF chains 927

may introduce an additional training overhead, since the CSI of 928

the MIMO subchannels may not be estimated simultaneously. 929

3) Antenna Array Design: Compared to the conventional 930

full-RF based MIMO schemes, the configuration and deploy- 931

ment of the TA arrays for the single-RF based SC-SM pose 932

some design challenges, because it requires fast TA switching 933

and low spatial correlation between TAs. Due to the unique 934

encoding principle of SC-SM, the active TA index used to 935

convey information may be changed symbol-by-symbol, hence 936

a high-speed RF switching is required. Moreover, SC-SM 937

requires sufficiently low correlation among the channels of the 938

spatial streams for yielding adequate BER performance. Hence, 939

the channel correlation and mutual coupling effects should be 940

carefully considered in the TA array design and implementation 941

for SC-SM based systems. 942

These above-mentioned advantages and disadvantages indi- 943

cate that the SC-SM scheme appears to be an attractive 944

low-complexity low-cost option for the emerging family of LS- 945

MIMO systems. Recently, many promising preliminary solu- 946

tions have been developed to circumvent the above-mentioned 947

disadvantages, which succeeded in improving the tradeoff 948

among the conflicting factor associated with the design of SC- 949

SM systems, such as the computational complexity imposed, 950
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the attainable BER, the achievable throughput, the RF cost and951

the pilot overhead, just to name a few. For example, the SC-952

GSM scheme may be invoked for improving the throughput,953

and the STBC scheme can be amalgamated with SC-SM for the954

sake of increasing the transmit diversity order, while differential955

SC-SM schemes can be developed for reducing or eliminating956

the pilot overhead. More related discussions will be provided957

in Section V. In the next Section, we will provide an up-to-date958

review of the application of SC-SM in LS-MIMO scenarios.959

IV. SC-SM FOR MULTIUSER LS-MIMO SYSTEMS960

The observations and advantages described above have961

recently sparked off a flurry of research activities aimed at962

understanding the system design, the signal processing and the963

detector concepts of SC-SM for conceived multiuser (MU) LS-964

MIMO systems, as shown in Table VI. In this section, we965

first review and discuss the SC-based transmission research966

in the context of LS-MIMO design and then focus our atten-967

tion on the recent SC-SM schemes proposed for the LS-MIMO968

transmissions.969

A. SC-Based Transmission for LS-MIMO Systems970

Again, in the design of LS-MIMO systems, most of the exist-971

ing contributions rely on the assumption of flat fading channels.972

One of the reasons for this assumption is that there is some evi-973

dence that ISI can be treated as additional thermal noise [10],974

[65]. However, this assumption has a limited applicability for975

practical transmissions over dispersive channels, when only a976

limited number of TAs is available. For the sake of combating977

the effects of ISI introduced by propagation over frequency-978

selective fading channels, OFDM is an attractive technique,979

since it facilities single-tap based equalization. However, it980

suffers from a high PAPR, as shown in Section III.981

For these reasons, various LS-MIMO designs have been982

investigated in the context of energy-efficient SC or SC-like983

schemes [12], [63]–[65]. More specifically, in [13], a new soft-984

output data detector was proposed for uplink transmission by985

employing SC frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA)-986

based LS-MIMO systems. In [13] some practical implemen-987

tations were conceived for the scenario where all users are988

equipped with a single antenna. Specifically, the complexity989

issues of data detection were addressed and a low-complexity990

soft MMSE-based detector was proposed in [13]. In particu-991

lar, the inherent matrix inversion of the MMSE algorithm was992

approximated by a low-complexity Neumann series expansion.993

It was shown that their proposed method imposes a complex-994

ity order of O(U 2), which is lower than the complexity order995

of O(U 3) imposed by the conventional MMSE-based detector,996

where U is the number of users. However, this approximate997

method may result in a degradation of BER performance.998

In [63] the authors proposed a novel SC-based LS-MIMO999

scheme for frequency-selective multiuser Gaussian broadcast1000

channels, where efficient downlink precoding was invoked.1001

This transmit precoder (TPC) design is based on the assumption1002

that the number of TAs Ntot at the BS is substantially higher1003

than the number of users U (Ntot >> U ). Hence the channel1004

hardening effect can be exploited to design the TPC matrix and 1005

the resultant TPC matrix is the linear weighted channel matrix 1006

(matched filter), instead of the inversion of the channel matrix. 1007

The extent of channel hardening can be viewed a measure of 1008

channel orthogonality, as discussed in [7]–[12]. It was shown 1009

[63] that the proposed SC scheme achieved a near-optimal 1010

sum-rate, with the aid of a low-complexity equalization-free 1011

receiver. 1012

More recently, in [64], the symbol-error rates (SERs) of the 1013

MF and MMSE detectors were investigated in the context of 1014

large-scale multiple-input single-output (MISO) systems both 1015

for a negative-exponentially decaying CIR model as well as for 1016

the typical urban channel model [99]. It was found [64] that the 1017

MMSE based detector performs better than the MF receiver. In 1018

[65], the authors investigated the ML equalization of the SC- 1019

based LS-MIMO uplink for transmission over a Rician fading 1020

channel, in order to mitigate the ISI generated by the combina- 1021

tion of the signals received from different antennas through a 1022

low-complexity MF. Moreover, by using this novel design, the 1023

MU-interference (MUI) caused by the line-of-sight (LOS) com- 1024

ponents, which may lead to an error-floor in the high SNR 1025

region for the conventional single-tap equalizer of [64], can be 1026

effectively mitigated. 1027

Note that although the above-mentioned research shows that 1028

the SC-based transmission constitutes a promising design alter- 1029

ative for LS-MIMO transmissions, most of the existing research 1030

has been based on the assumption that Ntot >> U is satis- 1031

fied and that all users are equipped with a single antenna. The 1032

existing solutions may be further improved in order to meet 1033

the demand for high-throughput transmissions, in which all the 1034

users are equipped with multiple antennas and the number of 1035

users U is large. In this case, future SC-based MIMO transmis- 1036

sion technique should be designed to satisfy a diverse range 1037

of practical requirements and to strike an attractive tradeoff 1038

amongst the RF cost, the detection complexity and the BER 1039

performance. As it will be shown in the following two subsec- 1040

tions, SC-SM can indeed be further developed for designing 1041

LS-MIMO systems to achieve these benefits both in downlink 1042

and uplink transmissions. 1043

B. SC-SM Large-Scale MIMO Designs for Downlink 1044

Transmission 1045

Owing to the compelling advantages of the SC-SM scheme 1046

discussed in Section III, recently it has been proposed for 1047

the MU LS-MIMO downlink, where the base station may be 1048

equipped with hundreds of TAs but only a few RF chains, while 1049

each user’s receiver can be equipped with either a single or mul- 1050

tiple antennas yet relying on a single RF chain. The general 1051

downlink model of the multiuser SM based LS-MIMO system 1052

is shown in Fig. 12 (a). One of the key design challenges of this 1053

architecture is to construct a beneficial TPC for mitigating the 1054

MUI. 1055

To this end, in [100] a single-cell downlink MU SM broad- 1056

cast framework was investigated, which has Ntot TAs at the base 1057

station and U active users, while each user is equipped with a 1058

single RA. In the proposed scheme, the Ntot TAs are split into 1059

U subsets each associated with Nd TAs and each subset is then 1060
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TABLE VI
MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS ON SC-SM AND ITS LARGE-SCALE MIMO DEVELOPMENTS

Fig. 12. The design framework for large-scale SC-SM based MU transmission. (a) The general downlink system model. (b) The general uplink system model.

allocated to a specific active user. These TA-subsets are then1061

used for an SM-based transmission. Since there is a total of1062

U TA subsets and only a single TA is active in each subset,1063

the number of RF chains required is equal to U . In [100], the 1064

SM-based data vector was preprocessed by using a carefully 1065

designed TPC for mitigating the MUI, while simultaneously 1066
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retaining the benefits of SM. As shown in [100], the classic ZF1067

and MMSE TPCs derived for conventional MU MIMO systems1068

are not suitable for SC-SM based MU downlink systems. This is1069

because SM enables data decoding by exploiting the differences1070

among the CIRs of the transmit-to-receive wireless links, but1071

these TPCs may eliminate the channel matrix and hence jeop-1072

ardize the bits carried by the TA indices. The TPC designed in1073

[100] has considered this effect, which is capable of eliminating1074

of MUI and retaining the CIR differences. The resultant TPC1075

depends on the MU channel matrix HMU and can be expressed1076

as (HMU)−1diag(HMU), where diag(·) denotes the diagonal1077

matrix operator.1078

The simulation results in [100] shows that their proposed1079

scheme is capable of providing the same BER performance as1080

that of the single-user SM transmission, i.e., interference-free.1081

To avoid CSI estimation, an interference-aware detector was1082

also proposed in [100]. Unlike the conventional MIMO-aided1083

MU downlink systems, [100] shows that the direct multi-1084

user detection is not preferred for SC-SM based MU systems.1085

An alternative method is their proposed TPC scheme with1086

single-user detection.1087

Relying on a novel approach, in [101] the authors proposed a1088

new SM-based transmitter for MU LS-MIMO systems, where1089

the index of the active RA of each user was exploited to con-1090

vey extra useful information. This scheme can be viewed as an1091

extension of the point-to-point receiver-side SM (RSM) con-1092

cept of [102]–[104] to MU scenarios. To be specific, in RSM,1093

a particular subset of receive antennas is activated and the1094

specific activated pattern itself conveys useful but implicit infor-1095

mation [102]–[104]. In RSM, the classic ZF or MMSE-based1096

TPC schemes can be used for ensuring that no energy leaks1097

into the inactive RA patterns. Based on a similar TPC design1098

principle to that of RSM, a pair of novel methods, termed as1099

subchannel selection and zero-padding, were proposed in [101]1100

for implementing this new SM-based transmitter in the con-1101

text of MU LS-MIMO downlink systems, where the ZF-based1102

TPC design criterion was used. Moreover, asymptotically tight1103

upper bounds were derived for the average bit error probability1104

(ABEP) of these methods and the simulation results validated1105

that the zero-padding method is more robust to the MUI [101].1106

Table VII shows the comparisons of a range of potential SC-1107

SM designs at a glance. We can see that the existing SM-based1108

LS-MIMO downlink transmission schemes have been focused1109

on the TPC designs conceived only for narrow-band scenarios.1110

How to extend these TPCs to broadband transmission is hence1111

an important open issue for future research. A range of open1112

design issues shown in Table VII will be discussed in more1113

detail in Section V.1114

C. SC-SM Large-Scale MIMO Designs for Uplink1115

Transmission1116

More recently, SC-SM has also been developed for the uplink1117

of multi-access scenarios and the general system model of1118

the associated uplink SC-SM LS-MIMO system is shown in1119

Fig. 12 (b). Compared to the downlink transmission, the key1120

technological issue in Fig. 12 (b) becomes the design of low-1121

complexity near-optimal detectors for the high-dimensional1122

detection problems faced by the BS equipped with a large 1123

number of RAs. 1124

To this end, in [105] the authors proposed a pair of low- 1125

complexity detection algorithms for SC-SM based LS-MIMO 1126

schemes operating in frequency flat-fading channels, supported 1127

by the graph-based message passing (MP) algorithm and the 1128

lattice-based local search concepts, respectively. Note that the 1129

graph-based MP algorithm is an attractive low-complexity near- 1130

optimal approach conceived for large search spaces [108], 1131

which has been used for the decoding of turbo codes [109], the 1132

detection of MIMO signals [110] as well as for data clustering 1133

[111]. The basic idea of the graph-based MP is to graphi- 1134

cally represent the factorization of a function and to compute 1135

marginals by passing messages over the edges of the graph 1136

[108]. The evolved version of the algorithm is mainly depen- 1137

dent on the associated graph structure and on the specific 1138

message passing method utilized. In [105], the MU SC-SM 1139

LS-MIMO system is represented as a factor graph, where the 1140

received symbols were viewed as the observation nodes, while 1141

the transmit symbols were viewed as the variable nodes. The 1142

messages passed between variable nodes and observation nodes 1143

in the factor graph are approximated by a Gaussian distribution, 1144

which will be detailed both in the example of Section IV-D and 1145

in Fig. 13. 1146

Moreover, in [105] the relationship of the large-scale SC- 1147

SM and of the conventional LS-MIMO arrangement was 1148

investigated and the numerical results demonstrated that the 1149

SC-SM schemes are capable of providing beneficial system 1150

performance improvements over the conventional identical- 1151

throughput MIMO schemes. For example, SM uplink associ- 1152

ated with Nu = 4 TAs/user and 4-QAM provides an SNR gain 1153

of about 4-5 dB over the conventional LS-MIMO uplink hav- 1154

ing Nu = 1 TA/user and 16-QAM at BER=10−3 for 16 users, 1155

128 BS antennas for a throughput of 4 bits/channel-use/user. 1156

The investigations of [105] were further extended in [78], 1157

where the generalized SM — GSM concept was considered 1158

for the sake of achieving increased-rate data transmission. 1159

Furthermore, the authors of [78] provided a closed-form ABEP 1160

upper bound expression based on the conventional union-bound 1161

method and developed a pair of extensions for the graph-based 1162

MP detector designed for SC-GSM signal detection operating 1163

in frequency flat-fading channels. It was shown in [78] that the 1164

proposed detectors exhibit a considerably reduced complexity, 1165

while providing a near-optimal BER performance. 1166

Moreover, the GSM-based system model of [78] was fur- 1167

ther developed for frequency-selective fading channels. In order 1168

to directly use the MP-based detector designed for the flat- 1169

fading case, it was combined with a CP-based SC technique 1170

for conceiving an equivalent system model. The numerical 1171

results demonstrated [78] that the GSM scheme associated with 1172

4 TAs/user, 4-QAM and 2 RF chains provides an SNR gain 1173

of about 12 dB over the conventional LS-MIMO having one 1174

TA/user and 64-QAM at BER=10−3 for 16 users, 128 BS anten- 1175

nas, a throughput of 4 bits/channel-use/user, and a CIR length 1176

of L = 3. Moreover, it was found that [78] the proposed MP- 1177

based detectors are capable of improving the attainable BER 1178

performance, despite their reduced complexity, when compared 1179

to the classic MMSE detector. 1180
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TABLE. VII
MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS ON SC-SM AND ITS LARGE-SCALE MIMO DEVELOPMENTS

U : the number of users.
Ntot: the number of antennas at BS for the MU transmission.
Nu: the number of antennas at each user for the MU transmission.
Nt : the number of antennas at transmitter for the point-to-point transmission.

In [112], the MP detector of [105] was further developed1181

for employment in CP-aided SC-SM, where both the spar-1182

sity and the probability distribution of the transmit signals1183

were exploited for reducing the MU detection complexity.1184

As shown in [112] the most complex operation required for1185

the proposed detector is constituted by parallelized matrix-1186

vector multiplications, which can be readily implemented in1187

practice. In [112] the un-coded BER of the proposed MP-1188

based detector was evaluated by applying the state evolution1189

(SE) method, which is widely used to predict the performance1190

of MP-like algorithms. Simulation results in [112] showed1191

that the proposed MP algorithm is capable of achieving the1192

near-ML performance. Moreover, an energy-efficient SC-SM1193

scheme was proposed [112], which adjusts the transmit param-1194

eters for optimizing the energy consumption at a predefined1195

target BER.1196

Based on the system model of [112], in [113] the authors 1197

investigated the MU detection issues in more practical scenar- 1198

ios, where the BS was equipped with low-resolution analog- 1199

to-digital convertors (ADCs), only impose a low circuit-power 1200

consumption on the LS-MIMO system. In [113], the classic 1201

least-square channel estimator was invoked and a novel low- 1202

complexity MP de-quantization detector was proposed, relying 1203

on the clustered factor graph method and the central limit the- 1204

orem. The simulation results of [113] have shown that the 1205

proposed detector outperforms the existing linear detectors and 1206

can efficiently operate under realistic LS-MIMO channel con- 1207

ditions, when the antennas are insufficiently far apart to avoid 1208

correlated fading. 1209

In [107] a low complexity detector was designed for the 1210

uplink of LS-MIMO systems using SC-SM, which was based 1211

on a CS approach. It was shown that the signal structure of SM 1212
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Fig. 13. An example of CP-aided SC-SM LS-MIMO system associated with U = 16, K = 128, Ntot = 64, Nu = 4 and QPSK modulation, employing the
MP-based detector.
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in the multiple access channel can be exploited for providing1213

additional information and for improving the performance of1214

the CS algorithms. The simple SC-SM detector was shown to1215

offer a substantially improved energy-efficiency compared both1216

to classical MIMO detectors and to conventional SM detection1217

approaches.1218

D. Uplink SC-SM LS-MIMO System Example and Performance1219

Results1220

In Fig. 13, we provide an example for an uplink SC-SM LS-1221

MIMO transmission scheme, which has Ntot = 64 antennas at1222

the BS and U active users. Each user is equipped with Nu = 41223

TAs. For all users, we assume that the length of transmit frame1224

is K = 128 and QPSK modulation (MSM = 4) is employed for1225

each TA. Based on the SC-SM framework in Fig. 2 and Table I,1226

it is easy to show that the throughput of this scheme is mSM1227

= log2(Nu MSM) = log2(4 × 4) = 4 bits/channel-use/user, in1228

which log2(Nu) = 2 TA-bits are conveyed by TA indices and1229

another log2(MSM) = 2 APM-bits are conveyed by the APM1230

symbols. Moreover, the following SM mapper is used: all pos-1231

sible pairs of TA-bit combinations {[0 0], [0 1], [1 0], [1 1]}1232

are mapped to the TA indices of {1, 2, 3, 4}. Explicitly, TA 11233

is activated when the input TA-bits are [0 0], TA 2 is activated1234

when the input TA-bits are [0 1], TA 3 is activated when the1235

input TA-bits are [1 0], and TA 4 is activated when the input1236

TA-bits are [1 1]. Similarly, all possible APM-bit combinations1237

{[0 0], [0 1], [1 1], [1 0]} are one-to-one mapped to the clas-1238

sic QPSK constellation points {+1,+ j,−1,− j}, i.e. [0 0] is1239

mapped to the QPSK signal “+1” and [0 1] is mapped to QPSK1240

signal “+j”. Based on Algorithm 1 and [78], Fig. 13 shows the1241

detailed operations in an SC-SM based MU transmitter as well1242

as the corresponding MP algorithm based receiver for this 41243

bits/channel-use/user system.1244

As shown in Fig. 13, 4 bits are transmitted in each channel1245

use for each user, hence the information bit stream is divided1246

into multiple 4-bit vectors, each of which is further divided into1247

2 TA-bits and 2 APM-bits. Then, based on the SM mapping rule1248

described above, the two TA-bits are used to activate an unique1249

TA for transmission, while the two APM-bits are mapped to1250

a QPSK symbol. For example, in Fig. 13, the first bit vector1251

b1(1) = [1 1 0 1] of user 1 is divided into the TA-bit vector [1 1]1252

and the APM-bit vector [0 1], which are mapped to TA 4 and the1253

QPSK symbol + j , respectively. According to Eq. (1), the resul-1254

tant SM symbol based on b1(1) can be formulated as x1(1) =1255

[0 0 0 + j]T ∈ C
Nt ×1. Fig. 13 shows the detailed transmit-1256

ted frame generation process based on Algorithm 1 for each1257

user and provides examples for TA activation and QPSK sig-1258

nal transmission for the first symbol xi (1), i ∈ {1, · · · , 16} of1259

each user. An earlier example on the SC-SM signal generation1260

process can also be found in Section II-B.1261

Recently, a graph-based MP algorithm has been proposed in1262

[78]. To describe its operating principle, we consider the MP1263

detection in the context of flat-fading channels, which can be1264

readily extended to frequency-selective fading scenarios by for-1265

mulating an equivalent channel model, as shown in [78]. Let1266

H̄(k) ∈ C
Ntot ×U Nu denote the channel matrix in the kth time1267

slot, whose element h̄i,(u−1)Nu+ j (k) denotes the channel gain1268

associated with the link spanning from the j th TA of the uth 1269

user to the i th BS RA. The signal received at the BS of the kth 1270

time slot is formulated by 1271

yi (k) =
U∑

u=1

h̄i,[u](k)xu(k) + ni (k)

= h̄i,[u](k)xu(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
user u

+
U∑

j=1, j �=u

h̄i,[ j](k)x j (k)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
MUI

+ ni (k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise

, (3)

where h̄i,[u](k) ∈ C
1×Nu is obtained from the i th row of H̄(k) 1272

and of the (u − 1)Nu + 1 to the uNu columns of H̄(k), with 1273

ni (k) being the noise term. As shown in Eq. (3), to detect the 1274

signal transmitted by the uth user, the received signal yi (k) can 1275

be divided into three components: the component with useful 1276

information for user u, the MUI component from other users, 1277

and the noise component. 1278

Based on Eq. (3), in Fig. 13 the MU SC-SM LS-MIMO 1279

system is represented as a factor graph. Observe in Fig. 13 1280

that the received signals yi (k), i = 1, · · · , 64 can be viewed as 1281

the observation nodes, while the transmit symbols xu(k), u = 1282

1, · · · , 16 for the kth time slot can be viewed as the vari- 1283

able nodes. The messages passed between variable nodes and 1284

observation nodes in the factor graph are approximated by a 1285

Gaussian distribution. To be specific, the summation of the 1286

MUI and noise term Niu(k) =
U∑

j=1, j �=u
h̄i,[ j](k)x j (k) + ni (k) 1287

of Eq. (3) is approximated as a Gaussian random variable with 1288

a mean of μiu(k) and a variance of σ 2
iu(k). 1289

In the graph-based MP-based detection, some specific 1290

messages are iteratively exchanged between the observation 1291

nodes yi (k), i = 1, · · · , 64 and the variable nodes xu(k), u = 1292

1, · · · , 16, in order to achieve improved estimation result. In 1293

our example, the specific messages sending from an observa- 1294

tion node to a variable node are the scalar variables μiu(k) 1295

and σ 2
iu(k), which are the mean and variance of the sum of 1296

MUI and noise Niu(k), respectively. The message from vari- 1297

able nodes xu(k) to observation nodes yi (k) is a vector about 1298

the a posteriori probability pk
ui (s) of all possible transmitted 1299

SM symbols s. Note that there are 16 legitimate SM symbols 1300

s for 4 bits/channel-use/user, which are given at the bottom of 1301

Fig. 13, the probability vector of which can be expressed as 1302

pk
ui (s) = [pk

ui (s1), pk
ui (s2), · · · , pk

ui (s16)]. 1303

With the knowledge of μiu(k) and σ 2
iu(k), the a posteri- 1304

ori probability pk
ui (s) of all possible transmitted SM symbols 1305

sl , l = 1, · · · , 16 for the uth user in the kth time slot is given by 1306

pk
ui (s) ∝

Ntot∏
m=1,m �=i

exp

(
− ∣∣yi (k) − μmu(k) − h̄m,[u](k)sm

∣∣2

2σ 2
mu(k)

)
.

(4)

Note that the calculation of pk
ui (s) is independent of the 1307

observation node yi (k) itself, hence this message can be viewed 1308

as the extrinsic information, which is passed to the observation 1309

node yi (k) as the a posteriori probability for estimation of the 1310

massages μiu(k) and σ 2
iu(k) in the next iteration. The message 1311
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exchanges between these factor nodes are iteratively carried out1312

and the final detection is achieved by the following probability1313

pk
u(s) ∝

Ntot∏
i=1

exp

(
− ∣∣yi (k) − μiu(k) − h̄i,[u](k)s

∣∣2

2σ 2
iu(k)

)
. (5)

Compared to the extrinsic information pk
ui (s) in Eq. (4), the1314

final decision metric pk
u(s) relied on the values of all observa-1315

tion nodes. Finally, the detected SM signal of the uth user in the1316

kth time slot is formulated as:1317

x̂u(k) = arg max
s

pk
u(s). (6)

Then, x̂u(k) is demodulated by the SM demapper to the1318

original data bit sequence.1319

In Fig. 13, we give a simple example for the detection1320

of x1(1) = [0 0 0 + j] of user 1 by employing the above-1321

mentioned graph-based MP algorithm. According to Eq. (6),1322

the detection of x1(1) relies on the probabilities p1
1(sl), l =1323

1, · · · , 16, calculated by Eq. (5). In the initial stage of message1324

exchange, all of these values are set to be 1
16 . Then, as the num-1325

ber of iterations increases, the MP algorithm begins to acquire1326

these metrics p1
1(sl), l = 1, · · · , 16 by updating the massages1327

of μiu(k), σ 2
iu(k) and pk

ui (s). As shown in Fig. 13, after about1328

3 iterations, the value of p1
1(s15) becomes the highest in the set1329

of p1
1(sl), l = 1, · · · , 16. To be specific, it is equal to 0.414 in1330

the first iteration, increases to 0.731 after the second iteration1331

and reaches 0.906 after the third iteration. Based on the exam-1332

ple of Fig. 13 and on Eq. (6), it is found that the SM symbol s151333

is the final estimation result, which corresponds to the correct1334

detection of x1(1).1335

Based on a similar setup to that seen in Fig. 13 and [78],1336

in Fig. 14 we evaluated the BER performance of a multiuser1337

CP-aided SC-SM LS-MIMO system associated with U = 16,1338

K = 128, Nr = 64, Nt = 4 and QPSK modulation for trans-1339

mission over the EVA model, where the MP-based detector of1340

[78] is employed. The number of iterations (denoted by i ter )1341

employed by the MP-based detector is 8. Furthermore, the con-1342

ventional MMSE-based multiuser detector is also considered as1343

a benchmark. As shown in Fig. 14, the MP algorithm has con-1344

verged after 7 iterations, since the BER performance of i ter =1345

7 and i ter = 8 is almost identical. As expected, the MP-based1346

detector is capable of efficiently detecting the SM symbols in1347

large dimensions, as seen in Fig. 14, which outperformed the1348

conventional MMSE detector by about 5 dB at a BER of 10−31349

after 8 iterations. Moreover, as shown in [78], in addition to1350

having this BER gain, the MP-based detector exhibits a consid-1351

erably lower complexity than that of the MMSE-based detector,1352

because it uses a low-complexity iterative message exchange1353

process for avoiding the high-complexity channel inversion1354

of the MMSE scheme. To be specific, the approximate com-1355

plexity order of the MP-based detector is O(Ntot K Nu MSM),1356

while the complexity order of the MMSE-based detector is1357

O(N 2
tot K Nu). The MP-based detection exhibits considerable1358

complexity reduction, since we have Ntot >> Nu MSM in LS-1359

MIMO systems.1360

Based on Table VII and our example, we can see that the 1361

above-mentioned SC-SM designs for LS-MIMO uplink trans- 1362

missions are more focused on the MU detector designs for the 1363

family of CP-aided SC-SM schemes. By contrast, as shown 1364

in Section II, the family of ZP-based SC-SM schemes may 1365

be preferred over its CP-based counterpart and further inves- 1366

tigations about the ZP-aided SC-SM designs are required. 1367

In Table VIII, we compare the throughput and the number 1368

of RF chains required for different MU LS-MIMO schemes, 1369

where the SC-GSM based MU LS-MIMO is capable of strik- 1370

ing a flexible throughput versus RF cost tradeoff. Moreover, 1371

in [78], a BER comparison between the MU SC-GSM LS- 1372

MIMO and MU SIMO LS-MIMO was presented to study the 1373

advantages of SC-SM schemes. It was shown that the MU 1374

SC-GSM LS-MIMO outperforms the conventional MU SIMO 1375

LS-MIMO by about 10 dB in terms of SNR at the throughput of 1376

6 bits/channel-use/user. Nevertheless, current research results 1377

are still preliminary and further investigations are required to 1378

identify the benefits of the family of MU SC-SM LS-MIMO 1379

schemes over other LS-MIMO schemes. 1380

Furthermore, as discussed in Sections I and III, SM can be 1381

realized by using a single RF front-end, hence it has a high 1382

power efficiency in realistic BS models. As shown in [97], in 1383

flat-fading channels SM has a considerable power consumption 1384

gain compared to multi-RF chain aided MIMO arrangements 1385

(e.g., STBC and VBLAST). However, in multipath channels, 1386

it is more challenging to evaluate the capacity of SC-SM for 1387

energy efficiency evaluation. Whether the benefits of energy 1388

efficiency observed in narrowband SM are still retained in 1389

broadband MU LS-MIMO scenarios requires further justifica- 1390

tion. More detailed discussions and potential solutions in the 1391

uplink and downlink SM-based LS-MIMO systems will be 1392

provided in the next Section. 1393

V. FURTHER DESIGN ISSUES 1394

According to the above-mentioned advantages and based on 1395

the initial results, SC-SM may be deemed to be an attractive 1396

low-complexity, low-cost design option for the emerging family 1397

of LS-MIMO systems, which is still in its infancy. To make the 1398

SC-SM based LS-MIMO systems a commercial reality, there 1399

are still numerous open issues that have to be studied. Some 1400

of these challenges and their potential solutions are shown in 1401

Fig. 15 and will be discussed below. 1402

A. High-Speed Antenna Switching 1403

The single-RF chain based design of SC-SM schemes 1404

requires an agile RF switch. The basic effects of this switch 1405

should be carefully resolved, namely the potential data loss 1406

inflicted by the shaping filter and the energy efficiency loss of 1407

the power amplifier caused by the isolated pulses transmitted 1408

in the time-domain. To combat these limitations while rely- 1409

ing on less RF chains than the number of TA elements, in 1410

[117] the authors quantified the above-mentioned performance 1411

penalty in terms of the bandwidth efficiency reduction and pro- 1412

posed a practical RF chain switching method, which is capable 1413

of operating in conjunction with a longer pulse shape than 1414
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Fig. 14. BER performance of multiuser CP-aided SC-SM LS-MIMO system associated with U = 16, K = 128, Ntot = 64, Nu = 4 and QPSK modulation for
transmission over the EVA model, where the MP-based detector is employed. The iteration number of MP-based detector is i ter = 1 − 8. Furthermore, the
conventional MMSE-based multiuser detector is also consider as benchmarker

TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF SC-SM, SC-GSM, SIMO, AND VBLAST BASED MU LS-MIMO UPLINK TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

MGSM: the APM order in SC-GSM scheme.
MSIMO: the APM order in SIMO scheme.
	·
: the floor operator.

Fig. 15. The future design issues and the related potential solutions for the SC-SM based LS-MIMO.

that facilitated by a single-RF aided SM scheme. Moreover, in1415

[118], a novel RF chain was designed for facilitating the smooth1416

changing of the currents on the TAs, which constitutes an1417

efficient alterative for pulse shaping technique. Another poten- 1418

tial design is the employment of low-complexity time-domain 1419

raised-cosine pulse shaping, which simply over-samples the 1420
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waveform by a sufficiently high factor and then smoothly tran-1421

sitions between the consecutive symbols. This can be attained,1422

for instance, by reading the pre-stored intermediate values for1423

all legitimate transitions from a look-up table [119]. However,1424

to invoke these techniques in the context of SC-SM based1425

LS-MIMO systems, more detailed investigations are needed.1426

B. Soft-Input-Soft-Output Detector Design1427

The signal dimension of SC-SM depends both on the frame1428

length and on the number of antennas, which becomes high in1429

the context of LS-MIMOs. There is a growing literature on how1430

to design both linear and non-linear detectors for conventional1431

LS-MIMO schemes, such as the lattice-based likelihood ascent1432

search (LAS) [120] and the factor-graph based belief propaga-1433

tion algorithms [121]–[123]. However, they may not be directly1434

applicable to the SC-SM based LS-MIMO schemes.1435

Here explicitly, most of the detectors designed for SC-SM1436

in Section III may only be suitable for small-scale SC-SM1437

systems, which commonly rely on 2-4 antennas at both ends1438

of the wireless link. For large-scale SC-SM uplink transmis-1439

sion, the MP methods were proposed in [105], [112], [113],1440

[124], but they are rely on hard decisions. However, in prac-1441

tice almost all wireless communication systems employ some1442

form of FEC for enhancing the data reliability, which requires1443

soft-input soft-output (SISO) detectors for achieving the highest1444

possible coding gain.1445

Additionally, for the sake of reducing the computational1446

complexity, most of the existing detectors were proposed for1447

the family of CP-aided SC-SM schemes, where low-complexity1448

single-tap equalization can be used, as shown in Table VII.1449

However, this benefit is achieved under the constraint of Nt ≤1450

Nr , which erodes the performance of SM in asymmetric MIMO1451

systems, routinely encountered in downlink transmission. In the1452

future, the SISO detectors designed for high-diversity ZP-aided1453

large-scale SC-SM have to be further investigated.1454

Since the generalized MP detectors of [105], [112], [113],1455

[124], as well as the CS of [114], [115] and the sparse K -1456

best detector of [116] provide significant detection complexity1457

reductions by exploiting the inherent sparsity of the SC-SM-1458

type signaling regime, these SISO versions may indeed be1459

promising alternatives for SC-SM based LS-MIMO transmis-1460

sions and they are worth more intensive study.1461

C. Further RF Chain Reduction1462

SM may be viewed as a special case of transmit antenna1463

selection (AS). Unlike the AS techniques conceived for the con-1464

ventional MIMO systems of [125], which rely on the channel1465

quality often quantified in terms of the received signal strength,1466

AS in SM is controlled by the incoming user data stream. SM1467

enjoys the prominent benefit that the number of RF chains1468

required is substantially reduced.1469

As shown in Section IV and Table VII, several attractive1470

TPC schemes have been proposed for SC-SM based LS-MIMO1471

downlink transmission systems [100], [101]. Although the AS-1472

like SM scheme can reduce certain parts of RF chains, they still1473

require a large number of RF chains at the BS for optimizing1474

the precoder, which may jeopardize the most salient advan- 1475

tages of SC-SM. To further reduce the associated cost, the 1476

classic AS technique can be amalgamating the concept of SM 1477

for reducing the number of RF chains, without unduly erod- 1478

ing the attainable system performance. Especially, when a large 1479

number of antennas are used at the BS, the propagation chan- 1480

nel potentially provides much more spatial selectivity, than in 1481

small-scale scenarios. In this case, the beneficial system per- 1482

formance gain provided by the carefully designed AS schemes 1483

will also become more attractive. 1484

Note that in recent years various AS techniques have been 1485

proposed for the family of conventional SM schemes [126]– 1486

[132]. However, they have been designed for frequency flat- 1487

fading scenarios and hence may not be directly applicable to the 1488

more sophisticated SC-SM scheme. One of the key design chal- 1489

lenges of AS conceived for SC-SM based LS-MIMO systems 1490

is to construct a beneficial AS criterion, while relying both on a 1491

low-complexity and on a modest amount of feedback informa- 1492

tion. Moreover, a range of other RF chain reduction techniques 1493

may be combined with the SC-SM technique, in order to fur- 1494

ther reduce the cost of the hardware as exemplified by the 1495

single-RF based time-division multiplexing techniques and by 1496

the parasitic antenna method of [133]. 1497

D. Practical Implementations 1498

Experimental studies have also been conducted for evaluat- 1499

ing the SM-based transceiver in an indoor propagation scenario 1500

[56], [57], where the BER performance of small-scale MIMO 1501

channels (i.e. the 2 × 2 and the 4 × 4 MIMO configurations) 1502

operating both in LOS and non-LOS scenarios was inves- 1503

tigated. The measured results confirmed that the theoretical 1504

gains predicted by the analysis are substantiated by the Monte 1505

Carlo simulations [56]. Moreover, it was shown in [57] that 1506

the SM-based scheme performs better than the VBLAST and 1507

STBC schemes in the context of the measured channel models 1508

considered. 1509

Note that these preliminary results were performed in a con- 1510

trolled laboratory environment in conjunction with a small 1511

number of antennas, where the effects of dispersive chan- 1512

nels and the impact of the associated hardware impairments 1513

have not been considered. On the other hand, for conventional 1514

LS-MIMO systems, the authors of [134] has provided some 1515

experimental results for SC modulation communicating over 1516

measured massive MIMO channels with 128 TAs. It was shown 1517

that the effects of ISI have to be carefully considered in con- 1518

ventional LS-MIMO systems, similar to the initial MU SC-SM 1519

based LS-MIMO design framework shown in Fig. 13. These 1520

observations and investigations may be extended to large-scale 1521

MU SC-SM schemes operating in realistic propagation sce- 1522

narios, so as to verify the related benefits of SC-SM in MU 1523

LS-MIMO systems. 1524

E. Adaptive Transceiver Design 1525

Adaptive transceivers play an important role in wireless com- 1526

munication systems, which are capable of dynamically adjust- 1527

ing the transceiver parameters in response to the time-variant 1528
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channel conditions [135], [136]. Hence they have been exten-1529

sively studied in the conventional SM context for the sake of1530

improving the achievable BER performance and of reducing the1531

detection complexity [137]–[143], whilst relying on adaptive1532

modulation [137], [138], on constellation optimization [54],1533

[139]–[142], on power allocation [143], [144] as well as on1534

phase rotation techniques [145]–[149]. However, it has not been1535

considered, whether these adaptive techniques can be directly1536

applied to the SC-SM based LS-MIMO systems. Even for the1537

conventional LS-MIMO schemes, only limited initial work has1538

been disseminated on the design of AS methods and on adap-1539

tive receivers [150], [151]. Near-capacity adaptive techniques,1540

relying on low complexity and a low feedback requirement, are1541

worth more intensive study.1542

F. Channel Estimation and Low-Correlation Preamble1543

Sequence Design1544

A key design challenge in LS-MIMO systems (including1545

SC-SM based LS-MIMO) is how to achieve optimal estima-1546

tion of the CSI. A common approach to acquire CSI is to1547

send properly designed preambles (or pilot signals) from the1548

transmitter(s) and then estimate the channel impairments in the1549

receiver by correlating the known preambles (locally generated)1550

with the received signals. However, this process is always prone1551

to estimation errors. For small-scale SM, the effects of these1552

errors have been investigated in [41], [42], [152]–[155] and it1553

was shown that SM is more robust to channel estimation errors1554

than VBLAST. However, this advantage of SM has not been1555

investigated in large-scale SC scenarios.1556

It is noted that optimal channel estimation in general requires1557

the preamble sequences to have zero non-trivial auto- and1558

cross-correlations [156]–[159]. However, the employment of1559

conventional preamble sequences may jeopardize the advan-1560

tages of SC-SM, since they have not been designed by taking1561

into account the sparse structure of SC-SM symbols. To over-1562

come this impediment, [112] and [113] developed the training1563

sequences by using cyclic right-shifting method for SC-SM1564

based on the MU channel estimation process, which was pro-1565

posed for uplink LTE transmissions. However, this design may1566

not be suitable for high-rate SC-SM schemes, owing to the asso-1567

ciated power efficiency loss and the pilot overhead imposed.1568

In all existing MIMO-oriented pilot sequences, the ternary-like1569

pseudo-random sequences of [160] may be a promising candi-1570

date, including the family of SC-SM and SC-GSM schemes,1571

because its spatial-domain sparsity can be flexibly adjusted.1572

Nonetheless, additional work is necessary to make the associ-1573

ated design more practical.1574

In order to reduce the pilot-overhead, the semi-blind iterative1575

detection technique of [161], the advanced training optimiza-1576

tion techniques of [162] and the differentially encoded designs1577

of [163]–[168] may be important future research directions.1578

VI. CONCLUSION1579

In this paper, we reviewed a range of recent research1580

achievements related to SC-SM, which constitutes a new1581

low-complexity low-cost broadband MIMO transmission1582

technique recently proposed. This novel scheme is capable of1583

adopting the low-complexity single-stream based detection, 1584

whilst relying on a single RF chain. Moreover, it can be 1585

designed for striking a flexible trade-off amongst the range of 1586

potentially conflicting system requirements, such as the effec- 1587

tive throughput, the diversity gain and the hardware cost, while 1588

facilitating communications over dispersive channels. The 1589

scheme reviewed here constitutes a promising candidate for 1590

LS-MIMO aided MU uplink and downlink design. However, 1591

for exploiting its full benefits numerous challenges have to be 1592

overcome. 1593

VI. LIST OF ACRONYMS 1594
1594

ABEP Average Bit Error Probability 1595

ADCs Analog-to-Digital Convertors 1596

APM Amplitude and Phase Modulation 1597

APM-bits Amplitude and Phase Modulation-bits 1598

AS Antenna Selection 1599

BER Bit Error Rate 1600

BS Base Station 1601

CCDF Complementary Cumulative Distribution 1602

Function 1603

CFO Carrier Frequency Offset 1604

CIR Channel Impulse Response 1605

CP Cyclic Prefix 1606

CS Compressive Sensing 1607

CSI Channel State Information 1608

DFT Discrete Fourier Transform 1609

DFE Decision-Feedback Equalizer 1610

EVA Extended Vehicular A Model 1611

FDE Frequency-Domain Equalization 1612

FEC Forward Error Correction 1613

FH-CDMA Frequency Hopping Code Division Multiple 1614

Access 1615

GSSK Generalized Space Shift Keying 1616

GSM Generalized Spatial Modulation 1617

IBI Inter-Block Interference 1618

IFFT Inverse Fast Fourier Transform 1619

KSP Known Symbol Padding 1620

LAS Likelihood Ascent Search 1621

LLRs Log-Likelihood Ratios 1622

LOS Line of Sight 1623

LSA Large-Scale Antenna 1624

LS-MIMO Large-Scale Multiple-Input Multiple-Output 1625

LSS Low-Complexity Single-Stream 1626

MAC Multiple Access Channel 1627

MAP Maximum A Posteriori 1628

MF Matched Filter 1629

MIMO Multiple-Input Multiple-Output 1630

ML Maximum-Likelihood 1631

MMSE Minimum Mean-Squared Error 1632

MP Message Passing 1633

MU Multiuser 1634

MUI Multiuser-Interference 1635

OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing 1636

PAPR Peak-to-Average Power Ratio 1637

PIC Parallel Interference Cancellation 1638

PIC-R-SIC PIC-based Receiver With SIC 1639
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QRD-M QR Decomposition With M-algorithm1640

RA Receive Antenna1641

RF Radio Frequency1642

RSM Receiver-Side Spatial Modulation1643

SC Single-Carrier1644

SC-FDE Single-Carrier Systems Using1645

Frequency-Domain Equalization1646

SC-FDMA Single-Carrier Frequency Division Multiple1647

Access1648

SC-SM Single-Carrier-Based Spatial Modulation1649

SD Sphere Decoding1650

SE State Evolution1651

SER Symbol Error Rate1652

SFSK Space Frequency Shift Keying1653

SIMO Single-Input Multiple-Output1654

SISO Soft-Input Soft-Output1655

SIC Successive Interference Cancellation1656

SM Spatial Modulation1657

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio1658

SSK Space Shift Keying1659

STdM Space and Time-dispersion Modulation1660

STBC Space Time Block Code1661

TA Transmit Antenna1662

TA-bits Transmit Antenna-bits1663

TDE Time-Domain Equalizer1664

TEQ Turbo Equalizer1665

TPC Transmit Precoder1666

VBLAST Vertical Bell Labs Layered Space-Time1667

ZF Zero Forcing1668

ZP Zero Padding1669
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